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The Chili Phantom Game - Chapter 4 At the start of Chapter 4, the agents must follow
their suspect to Dublin by plane. In order to be able to observe this person, they practice vocabulary
about free time activities and present simple. This enables them to describe the daily routine of the
suspicious person. Luckily, after recording a secret conversation between him and a woman in the park,
the agents discover that he is going to take a boat to England.

The agents follow the suspect via boat trip to Holyhead’s train station. Suddenly, they are surrounded by
a crowd of school children and get separated from the suspect. They watch him onto a train for London,
which leaves just seconds after he boards it. The agents take the next train and learn something about
frequency adverbs during the journey.

When they arrive in London, the Chili Phantom is already in the News - another Chili Pepper was found
in the British Parliament! The agents are too late again! Objects, which were found at the crime scene,
lead the agents to another suspect. They practice Personal and Object Pronouns to help them follow the
new trail. Where will we travel next? Join us in Chapter 5!
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